OHSU SIREN NETWORK ALL SITE WEBINAR POSTPONED!

In the interest of not wasting anyone’s time, we have decided that it would be prudent to postpone our all site webinar until February. A calendar invite will be sent to everyone to hold the dates for this quarterly network meeting. Please accept this invitation as a placeholder for your calendar, even if you are not able to make every meeting.

When: February 5, 2018 @ Noon PST

1. Web Video Conferencing
https://nexus.ohsu.edu/index.html?id=567230681
Passcode: 4941230

Conference Lines: Reminder – please use the conference line and do not use the audio on your computer due to feedback issues.
2. 503-444-9598
Meeting ID: 567230681#
Passcode: 4941230#

3. iPhone One-Touch Audio Call
503-444-9598,,567230681#,4941230#

4. Room-Based VTC Codec Video Address
ohsu.siren.network@ohsu.edu (do not click)
Passcode: 4941230

SIREN IN PERSON KICK OFF MEETING

January Update: The request for additional staff attendees was sent to the CCC on 1/4/18. Jenny will notify sites once the CCC responds to our request.

Registration: Register by February 2, 2018 by clicking here.

Questions? Contact us:
Jenny Cook, Project Coordinator
3181 SW Sam Jackson Park Rd
Mail Code: CDW-EM
503-494-1230
cookjen@ohsu.edu
http://www.ohsu.edu/emergency/research/siren/

THANK YOU FOR YOUR RESPONSIVENESS!

Thank you to all sites for your quick responses to the BOOST III and ICECAP survey requests; and your prompt attention to the Chest Pain LOS. We are excited to report that ALL sites in our network plan on participating in the Chest Pain trial! And a special kudos to OSU and Wake who also gathered LOS from their own spoke sites – great work!

Pardon our dust: OHSU is currently undergoing a website platform change which is currently preventing us from updating our SIREN network site. We will let you know when we have resolved our technical difficulties!